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Essential character and qualities 
Always water flowing – environmental benefits. 
A constant reminder of heritage – the past is very present. 
In this stretch it takes on grand manners, with distinctive, moulded plaster upstand walls of Civic 
dignity. 
 
Values and significance 
Provincial Heritage Site from Mostertsdrift to OK Bazaars, declared 1973. 
Scientific/Technical: demonstration of the manipulation of water, sluice gates, advance in agricultural 
methods, drove the mills. 
Aesthetic: Water flowing in streetside channels is a characteristic of Stellenbosch – a piquant addition 
to the trees and buildings. Millstream the chief of these. 
Aesthetic: the detail of the upstand wall is co-ordinated with that of the Town Hall. 
Abundant historical significance – demonstrates the origins of the settlement which, without water, 
would not have been possible. 
Typicality: “leiwater” is a feature of many old Western Cape towns, for example Worcester, Robertson, 
McGregor, Prince Albert, etc.  
Archaeological potential. 
  
Design and development indicators 
• Protect and enhance as a component of any replanning of the Civic space outside the Town Hall  
• Consider re-surfacing the stream in front of De Witt House, with appropriate (simple) edging and 

bridge – see 19th century photo above. 
• Some of the planting alongside the stream in front of Absa is not appropriate, in particular the 

delicious monster which obscures a large portion of the stream. 
• Could be part of millstream trail through the central parts of town to the Braak – see boxed 

discussion. 
• Archaeological potential across Town Hall garden and in front of De Witt House 
• Interpretation panels. 
• Off site, but for long-term possible consideration: the north branch of the mills stream has great 

potential as the route of an inner-block pedestrian route through the adjacent block; it could open 
development possibilities in a similar way to the internal routes through the “Ou Kerkhof” block. 

 
Sources 
Walton 1974:38-43 has history of Stellenbosch mills. 
Vos and Heydenrych 1992 (Faure report). 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:107 (Oude Bloemhof report). 
Hofmeyr 1975:34-6 (in Restorica 1). 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Smuts ed 1979:313 shows millstream past Wesleyan school. 
Van der Bijl 1963:35 shows present street patterns compared with original grants and watercourses 
which followed their boundaries. 
 
 
 PROPOSED MILLSTREAM AND DROOGE RIVER TRAILS  

 
During our investigation of the millstream and Drooge Rivier courses in the vicinity of the site, it 
became clear to us that there is great potential to develop walking trails along these urban water 
courses. The idea is only indirectly associated with possible development of the Stadshuis Block, 
although that would be one of the many points of interest along the route, which would help to 
integrate it into the activities of the town.  We include the idea here in the hope that it may be 
taken up in the appropriate quarters and developed further. 
 There are two aspects to the water trails idea. One is that the historical water channels which 
thread their way through the urban fabric of Stellenbosch offer particular opportunities as part the 
development and upgrading of a network of pedestrian linkages in the town (currently under 
investigation by the Municipality). Walking alongside water is a particular delight. 
 The other is that the water courses run past (and thus connect) many buildings and places 
that are already (or are potentially) of interest to tourists.  The publication of a brochure (or 
brochures) with maps and information would enable the trails to be self-guided. With the addition 
of in situ interpretation boards (as at the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront, for example), what a 
wonderful asset the trails would be to tourism in the town! 
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1.2 STADSHUIS TOWN HALL 
14 Plein Street, erven 1940-42, 1966, part of 1968 at the rear. 
Note that the Municipal Offices and Library are part of the complex but are discussed separately.  
 

 
 
Description 
Large hall used for civic purposes, theatrical events, etc, with ancillary spaces. Set back from Plein 
Street with a foreplace hosting parked cars and a lawn edged along the street by the Millstream (p23). 
The building is a mixture of Neo-Classical and Cape revival forms with a plain, high flytower at the 
rear.  Timberwork is all teak and based on Dutch period sash windows and entrance doors with 
elaborate architraves; plasterwork is a sophisticated interpretation of Cape scrolls and mouldings.  

Double storey at the front with 3 bays behind a portico, and 1 bay each side. Neo-Classical 
portico on a low brick platform with 4 Corinthian columns supporting a pediment (depicts Van der 
Stel’s first visit). Each side of the portico the classical details continue onto small “shoulders” of the 
building. At ground level there are three doors behind the portico with 3 Dutch period sashes above 
them (central one with plaster mouldings). This Neo-Classical feature projects slightly from the rest of 
the façade which, like the rest of the building, is in Dutch period language. Above is a high plain 
parapet with simple moulding. The single bay each side has a similar plain parapet and Dutch sashes 
at ground (6x8 panes with half-height solid shutters) and first floor (2 panes shorter). On the east (a 
minor elevation) the return flank is 2 bays wide, the first with Dutch revival sash windows as 
elsewhere, the second at staircase half-landing with a rounded head and small pane windows. 
Extending eastwards are the municipal offices (discussed p30).  

On the west the return flank is 3 bays wide. In the middle bay at staircase half-landing is a high 
window (sunrise fanlight head, 6x10 small pane windows); below it is a small horizontal window (6x4 
panes). At ground level the left bay has a double door (escape) with a high small-pane fanlight. The 
other bays have the Dutch sashes as elsewhere. The west elevation continues along Andringa Street, 
set back, as the side of the main hall with a line of high windows (6x15 small panes) at the upper level 
and with a projecting gutter along the roofline. At ground floor, a flat-roofed single storey projection 
has a variety of Dutch period casement windows (6x5 panes) and a single door, and its flat roof forms 
a deck with a fine wrought iron balustrade (accessible from the foyer, not the hall).  

At the north end is a flytower to the hall’s stage – effectively three storeys high and blank except 
for a high scenery loading door with roller shutter, a horizontal moulding at second floor and the 
vertical shadows of drainpipes. Attached at the back of the flytower is a single storey, flat-roofed 
projection (4 bays wide, 1 bay at the sides) with louvred doors. 

The east side of the building is onto a service yard (p42).The flytower has a 2 storey lean-to with 
raking roof and a variety of windows (poss added later – does not share details elsewhere). The hall 
has high windows similar to the west side with two minor flat-roofed projections below them. 

The interior is very lavishly detailed with Cape Revival details (not studied further). 
In front of the Town Hall is a public place. There is a road in front of the portico steps (a narrow 

lawn each side has steel chains between posts) and diagonal parking for cars. In front is a wide lawn 
which extends to the millstream along the street. There is a single cypress tree in the Plein/Andringa 
corner. On the axis of the portico is a brick-paved approach with a memorial in the middle of it (forcing 
pedestrians aside, onto the lawn). Along Andringa Street the building is set well back allowing cars to 
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be parked. There is a plastered wall along the street (similar details to the millstream) with very high 
plaster columns with flared capitals. 

The memorial commemorates Stellenbosch soldiers of the Second World War. It is an irregular 
cement slab set in the ground, edged by a circle of river pebbles and paving brick, and surrounded by 
six posts with linked chains. It is in middle of the path so pedestrians have worn a path in the grass 
each side to get around it. 
 

  
War memorial          Foreplace and front (south) elevation 
 

  
From cnr Andringa-Plein      Rear and east elevation from parking lot 
 
History 
This was the site of the Lutheran Parsonage and school/church. The house and outbuildings were set 
well back on the site, and at an angle to the street grid (like Skuinshuis) because the farm related to 
the Drooge Rivier irrigation system. Bernardus Fick, who bought the land in 1758, built a house in 
1762 which was progressively enhanced over time until it had taken a T shape and had a fine, late 
18th century gable. It escaped the fire of 1875 and survived in this form till the late 1930s. A 1939 
aerial photograph, fortuitously taken when it was being demolished, clearly shows its internal layout. 
In 1838, the year slaves were finally emancipated, it was bought by the Wesleyan Missionary Society 
and became the Parsonage. The Wesleyans had already about 70 slave pupils in 1834 and in 1840 
built a school on the street boundary which acted as a church on Sunday. Outside was a belltower 
that rang for services and marked the start of the school day. The Town Hall and Municipal Offices 
were erected in 1941, architects Walgate and Elsworth. The war memorial was put in place after 
1945. Rich subsequent social history.  
 

   
1905           2000 
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Demolished Wesleyan Parsonage     Demolished school and belltower 
 
Essential character and qualities 
A Town Hall is the essence of civic pride. 
This is not an assertive building. This is partly because it is not central on the urban block, partly 
because its forecourt is confused by diagonal parking and the symmetry does not carry into the civic 
square, partly because a key view coming up Plein Street is obscured by a large cypress, and partly 
because Stellenbosch is a very strong town, and the eye is led along oak-lined Plein Street, passing 
the Town Hall by. 
Architecturally, a late example of the Cape revival style currently reviled. Fransen damns the building 
with faint praise, writing that “the Town Hall is the supreme example of … Cape Dutch Modern, 
blended with Classical revival for added dignity. Because of its fine finish and careful detailing in the 
Arts and Crafts tradition it is a building not without merits.” In spite of the painfully fine detailing, the 
form is problematic. Although the portico sits against the backdrop of the Municipal Offices and the 
Library on one side, on the other it is seen as the end of a long, architecturally jumbled hall. 
A sense of lost history. 
 
Values and significance 
Historical pattern: Symbolic of civic values. 
Historical pattern: War memorial to Stellenbosch volunteer soldiers has both social and historical 
significance (Town Hall was being built during 2nd World War).  
Historical pattern and Aesthetic: Oak trees (not declared) in Plein Street are of importance. 
Social history: House once here was the home of notable burghers (see Who’s Who). 
Slave history: School and belltower once here associated with Missionary activity for slave and later 
coloured communities (see boxed discussion)  
Aesthetic: awarded Cape Provincial Institute of Architects’ Bronze Medal 1941. Politely and 
thoughtfully detailed but unassertive and with problems of form. (Architect biographies see Who’s 
Who.) 
Typicality: Good example of the creatively exhausted last stage of revival architecture in the 20th 
century before the advent of Modern architecture.  
Information potential: possible archaeological remnants at the front of the site. 
 
Design and development indicators 
• Archaeological remnants of the Wesleyan Parsonage and School probably exist under ground in 

front and at the side of the building. 
• Redesign of foreplace would help to make it a more assertive urban place and pull it more 

meaningfully into the streetscape. 
o The civic character and axis of the hall should be emphasised through formal 

landscaping, symmetrical around the axis of the hall. A pedestrian crossing over Plein Street 
should be aligned to continue the axis. The circulation around the war memorial should be 
handled in a firm and respectful manner, perhaps by raising it to a convenient sitting height.  

o Parking directly in front of the hall should be removed; the building is begging for a 
garden setting. Some parking could possibly be incorporated in a symmetrical arrangement to 
each side or preferably relocated to the Municipal Offices foreplace (see p30). 

o While it is appropriate to incorporate a drive-through and drop-off point in front of the 
Town Hall, it should have the character of a “carriage drive” through the garden, rather than 
being the “road” that it is now, complete with tar, kerbs and road paint. 
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o The view of the building from the corner of Plein and Andringa Streets should be 
improved by appropriate landscaping; it is currently obscured by the ill-placed cypress tree on 
the corner.  

o Pedestrians have to walk on the grass around the war memorial. The path should be 
properly made and the memorial perhaps raised from the ground. 

• The formal design weakness of the Town Hall’s portico is that it sits against the Municipal Offices 
on one side but slides away down Andringa Street on the other. This would be helped by a new 
infill building towards Andringa balancing the Municipal Offices. It should be 2 storeys in height 
and turn down Andringa to connect with the Liquor Store. This would bring the Town Hall 
ensemble close to Ackerman’s and the Catwalk, which echo the way the Library steps forward to 
enclose the civic place on the far side. This could be emphasised by urban-designing Andringa 
Street to be part of the civic place with its own (though related) character. Paint colours could also 
help tie the composition together. (Replacing Ackerman’s with a building similar to the Library has 
been suggested but it has prima facie heritage qualities.) See also Andringa Street (p78). 

• Memorialising lost history (see boxed discussion below). 
• Millstream see p23 
 
Sources 
Van der Bijl 1963:35, 36a, 37a has erven transfers. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Smuts ed 1979:108, 138 shows Parsonage gable, Uitkyk. 
Smuts ed 1979:104 has Fransen critique. 
Smuts ed 1979:270 has account of Wesleyan Church activity, p313 shows school 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:31 map with building dates. 
SAHRA computer database: Biographical data on architects. 
Regarding memorialisation plaques: pers comm Melanie Atwell, Antonia Malan, National Geographic 
June 2004). 
 
 
 MEMORIALISING LOST HISTORY  

 
Plein Street was a smorgasbord of burghers and free blacks, of white and coloured people before 
commercial and civic development changed its character. In the neighbourhood, Group Areas 
introduced under Apartheid removed coloured people from the area. This was so effectively 
carried out that it is impossible to sense that coloured people once lived in town. To the north, the 
area along Merriman is described as the “District Six” of Stellenbosch, but that sort of mixed 
community extended southwards, across Plein Street and down Mill Lane.  

At the east end of in Plein Street there was a slave school in the Bletterman outbuilding from 
1823-1841. Elsewhere the Wesleyan Mission had 70 slave pupils in 1834 and built a school for 
them next to its Parsonage in 1840.  

There were many hire houses in the vicinity, for example behind houses in Plein Street like 
Eikenhof (Municipal Offices) and Oude Bloemhof (Absa). Some were rented by white people and 
some by Free Blacks who are frequently seen in paintings and photographs later in the century. A 
glimpse of some who lived on the Stadshuis block emerges from data about the 1875 fire. The 
hire houses behind Eikenhof were let to coloured people, where an old woman died; another 
coloured woman was burnt to death when she attempted to save some of her belongings; another
when she tried to save those of her mistress Mrs Morkel who lived at De Witt House.  

It is striking that there is no spatial remnant of this rich social history on the Stadshuis Block 
nor, except for the Bletterman House outbuilding, anywhere in the neighbourhood.  

Cape Town Municipality commissioned a study of slave routes in Cape Town in 2001. The 
study suggested that paving slabs should be laid at points of slave significance throughout the 
town – sometimes at places with an evident building, sometimes where there is no remaining 
sign, or where the place has symbolic meaning. A similar initiative is under way in Germany, 
where homes of Jewish victims of the Holocaust are remembered by “stolpersteine” – raised 
brass inserts in the pavement with names and dates.  

If a slave route initiative were applied in Stellenbosch, obvious sites for paving slabs would be 
the Wesleyan slave school, Eikenhof (the Municipal Office forecourt) and De Witt House – there 
are numerous other places throughout Stellenbosch of significance. It would be effective to use 
the same motif as Cape Town, with the thought that other places in South Africa (such as the 
Jonkershoek Valley) would carry on the “branding”. Worthy of further study.  

(Vos et al 1994:23, Smuts ed 1979:324, Pers comm Melanie Atwell, Antonia Malan, National 
Geographic June 2004). 
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1.3 MUNICIPAL OFFICES AND MEETING ROOMS 
14 Plein Street, erven 1940-42, 1966, part of 1968 at the rear. 
Note that the Town Hall and Library are part of the complex but are discussed separately.  
 

 
 
Two storey building with simple moulded parapet stretching between Town Hall (west) and Library 
(east) both of which project forward. 7 bays. Timberwork matches that of Town Hall - is all teak and 
based on Dutch period sash windows and entrance doors with elaborate architraves; plasterwork is a 
sophisticated interpretation of Cape scrolls and mouldings. 

At ground level the end bays have double doors in an elaborate timber frame – the Municipality 
entrance is the right hand one. The central bay also has a door (small panes to leaves and fanlight, 
no surround) with a small circular porch in front of it (Neo-Classical details) that forms a balcony to the 
old council chamber above – a door and fanlight with small panes opens onto it. The remaining 
windows are Dutch period style sashes (6x10 panes with solid half-shutters at ground, 2 panes 
shorter above). At first floor the end and central bays have decorative plaster surrounds. 

In front is a foreplace shared with the Town Hall with lawns, a notable oak tree and parked cars. 
Near the millstream crossing is a bronze sculpture, “Café Cat”, by Nerine Desmond. 

The rear elevation faces the service yard (p42) and is much more irregular. Steel windows in 
timber surrounds are placed as needs be at first floor level (the ground floor is concealed by adjacent 
buildings). There are two plain chimneys and the westerly three bays step forward. At that end 
extensions have been built, one of which partly conceals a double door and fanlight similar to those 
on the front. 
 

    
Eikenhof late 19th century         1905      2000 
 
History 
This was the site of a thatched house called Eikenhof which was built about 1816 and had an H 
shaped plan. After the 1875 fire it was rebuilt as a flat-roofed double storey with a notable 5 bay 
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façade. Like neighbouring houses it served as a boarding house for pupils of the Oude Bloemhof 
school up the road. Demolished in the late 1930s, it was located on the street line approximately on 
the centre of the present Municipal Offices. These were built in 1941 as part of the Town Hall and 
Library complex, architects Walgate and Elsworth. Rich subsequent social history.  
 
Essential character and qualities 
Neutral linking piece between the Town Hall and Library, a late example of the Cape revival style 
currently reviled – essentially a “background building” to the civic square and Town Hall. 
Fransen damns the building with faint praise, writing that the civic buildings are, “the supreme 
example of … Cape Dutch Modern, blended with Classical revival for added dignity. Because of its 
fine finish and careful detailing in the Arts and Crafts tradition it is a building not without merits.”  
 
Values and significance  
Historical pattern and aesthetic: Oak trees (not declared) in Plein Street are of importance. 
Social history: House once here was the home of notable burghers (see Who’s Who).  
Slave history: Free Black people lived in the rear hire houses once here. 
Aesthetic: awarded Cape Provincial Institute of Architects’ Bronze Medal 1941. Politely and 
thoughtfully detailed. (Architect biographies see Who’s Who.) 
Aesthetic: The sculptured “Café Cat” is delightful and its polished head shows how many people 
stroke it while passing.  
Information potential: possible archaeological remnants at the front of the site.  
 
Design and development indicators 
• Any new buildings on land behind the building should not break into the Stadshuis-Municipal 

Offices-Library skyline as viewed from the front (note that the Municipal Office Block extension is 
invisible except for its lift tower). 

• When repainting is due, consideration could be given to changing the colour of this part of the 
ensemble to a very slight earthy tint. It would help to make the Town Hall stand out as an “object” 
and be more assertive in the townscape. See also discussion about balancing this wing with one 
like it on the far side of the Town Hall (p26). 

• Redesign of the foreplace would help to make it a more assertive urban place and pull it more 
meaningfully into the streetscape. The garden in front of this building should be a separate “room” 
from that immediately in front of the Town Hall, and could have a different (though related) 
character.  

• Preliminary “Spatial linkages” sketches suggest that the left hand door could serve as a route to a 
new urban place behind the building: this would be a dynamic edge between the “room” and the 
Town Hall’s foreplace. 

• If cars are removed from in front of the Town Hall, in compensation a parking “court” could 
possibly be included in this part of the garden. The surface should not be tar, and an urban design 
study should be made of how cars could be screened and shaded by vegetation.  

• Landscaping should also strive to better integrate the current notice boards near the path, which 
serve an important function but are poorly placed directly in front of the path to the door of the 
Municipal offices.  

• Archaeological remnants of the old house probably exist underground in front of the building. 
• Millstream see p23  
• Memorialising lost history (see boxed discussion page 29). 
 
Sources 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Van der Bijl 1963:37a has erven transfers. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Smuts ed 1979:330 shows building. 
Smuts ed 1979:104 has Fransen critique. 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:31 map with building dates. 
SAHRA computer database: Biographical data on Walgate and Elsworth see Who’s Who. 
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1.4 MUNICIPAL LIBRARY 
14 Plein Street, erf 1966. 
Note that the Town Hall and Municipal Offices are part of the complex but are discussed separately.  
 

  
 
Description 
Eastwards of the Town Hall and Municipal Offices is the Municipal Library which steps forward to 
become one side of the Stadshuis foreplace. Throughout, windows at ground floor are Dutch period 
style sashes (6x9 panes with half-height shutters) and those at first floor are casements  (6x5 panes). 

The front façade is 5 bays wide with a slightly projecting middle panel in which is the front door 
(Late Dutch period references including timber surround) with, on the first floor above it, a casement in 
an elaborate plaster frame (scrolls, open books). Each side of the central bay at ground floor there are 
two Dutch period style sash windows and above them are casements as elsewhere. Simple moulded 
parapet. (The composition recalls a stripped version of Uitkyk at Klapmuts.) The east elevation is 
hidden by the property next door.  

The west elevation has 6 bays. The 4 central bays project slightly. At first floor there is a line of 
casements: the two at each end have plaster decorative surrounds. At ground floor are sash windows 
as elsewhere except the northmost bay which has a double door with timber surround similar to the 
front entrance door. There is awkward abutment with the Municipal Offices as neither the window 
sizes nor the parapets align. 
 The building is set back from Plein Street with a small rose garden in front. It has a crossing over 
the millstream (p23) to the main entrance on the centre of the building. On the projecting wall 
eastward is Huguenot Memorial a bas relief sculpture (see p34). 
 

   
1905           2000        West elevation to Town Hall foreplace 
 
History 
This was the site of a house called Rozenhof and a smaller building eastwards called the Red House. 
Rozenhof was originally an H-shaped house with a thatched roof, built between 1811 and ‘17. It was 
burnt in the 1875 fire and re-erected as a double storey. The single storey Red House was also built 
about 1816. The rear quarters of these places were let as hire-houses to coloured people (one of 
whom died in the 1875 fire). Both were demolished in the late 1930s. The Library was erected in 
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1941, architects Walgate and Elsworth. Rich subsequent social history. History of Public Libraries see 
Smuts ed 1979:403-5. 
 
Essential character and qualities 
Substantial building, a late example of the Cape revival style currently reviled, so discreet as to be 
unmemorable – essentially a “background building” to the civic square and Town Hall. 
 
Values and significance  
Historical pattern: A library is one of a cluster of buildings traditionally associated with a civic centre 
and is symbolic of a public concern with knowledge.  
Historical pattern and aesthetic: Oak trees (not declared) in Plein Street are of importance. 
Cultural: Main public library of Stellenbosch with long social associations. 
Social history: House once here was the home of notable burghers (see Who’s Who). 
Slave history: None identified but worthy of further study. 
Aesthetic: Town Hall complex awarded Cape Provincial Institute of Architects’ Bronze Medal  
1941. (Architect biographies see Who’s Who.) 
 
Design and development indicators 
• We understand that the library is outgrowing this building and needs more space. The library is an 

important component of this civic precinct and should remain part of it. Use of the adjacent de Witt 
house could be considered (perhaps for the children’s section?), which could enable positive use 
of the lane between the buildings and rear courtyard. Consideration could even be given to 
extending it into the modern building behind and relocating those activities in preference to 
relocating the library.  

• If this is inadequate and it has to be moved, it should stay in the civic precinct. A new library could 
be part of the development behind the Town Hall ensemble – a welcoming, light, bright, modern 
library could help encourage use by youth and reflect changing knowledge bases and new roles 
of libraries. 

• Whatever its use, this building should retain a civic function requiring its own front door.  
• When repainting is due, consideration could be given changing the colour of this part of the 

ensemble (and possibly the Municipal Offices as well) to a very slight earthy tint. It would help to 
make the Town Hall stand out as an “object” with the other parts of the building as part of its 
“backdrop”.  

• The Library garden with the bas relief down one side is not unsuccessful but may be affected by 
urban redesign of the Town Hall foreplace. While being compatible with the design of that space, 
it should be recognisably different from it.  

• Archaeological remnants may exist underground in front of the building. 
• Millstream see p23.  
 
Sources 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:9, 14, 21, 23, 31. 
Van der Bijl 1963:37 has erven transfers to 1865. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Smuts 1979:104 has Fransen critique. 
SAHRA computer database: Biographical data on Walgate and Elsworth see Who’s Who. 
Smuts ed 1979:403-5 re history of Public Libraries. 
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1.5 HUGUENOT MEMORIAL 
14 Plein Street, erf 1966. 
 

  
Memorial from Library garden (de Witt house behind) Memorial from street (de Witt house right) 
 
Description 
Eastwards of the little garden outside the Municipal Library is a bas relief sculpture depicting the flight 
of the Huguenots (see History for description). The street façade has paired pillars each side of a 
round headed door with moulded surround and keystone which leads to a service lane. The parapet 
above is sharply pointed with flash-gaps to the paired columns. On this is a cartouche of the 
Stellenbosch coat of arms, brightly coloured. 
 
History 
This was the site of a small building called the Red House, built about 1816 and demolished in the 
late 1930s – see also Library (p32). Stellenbosch Heemkring records that, “The only structure in 
memory of the Huguenots in Stellenbosch is a memorial of grey-blue marble, designed by I Mitford-
Barberton, which the Huguenot Quarter-millennium Festival Committee erected in 1942 against a wall 
adjoining the town library. This consists of a frieze some nine metres by two metres, on which three 
tableaux of life-sized figures in bas relief depict scenes from the history of the Huguenots. The 
tableaux are entitled The Departure, The Crossing, and The Settlement and symbolize the 
Huguenots’ love of liberty, religion and industry. Translated, the inscription reads: ‘To commemorate 
the arrival of the Huguenots at the Cape’” (Smuts ed 1979:417). Stellenbosch’s coat of arms was only 
granted in 1952 so the cartouche on the front must date from after that time. 
 

 
“The Departure”         “The Crossing”      “The Settlement” 
 
Essential character and qualities 
The memorial has two parts: the bas relief and the street pillars. 
The bas relief quietly compliments the garden, running its full depth.  
The street pillars are a vigorous composition of geometric forms; the cartouche is brightly coloured. At 
first sight they appear to be part of the building next door – tied by the string line and with similar 
vertical devices – and somewhat overwhelm it. However, de Witt House is very much older and has a 
rich, separate history. 
 
Values and significance 
Historical pattern: the only memorial to the Huguenots in Stellenbosch, settlers who made a great 
contribution to the culture and landscape of the area.  
Cultural: Stellenbosch coat of arms is displayed.  
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Historical pattern and aesthetic: Oak trees (not declared) in Plein Street are of importance. 
Aesthetic: the street columns are an architecturally interesting and vigorous composition.  
Aesthetic: the bas relief is by important sculptor Ivan Mitford-Barberton. However, this is not one of his 
most accomplished works (compare the same artist’s bas relief round the Old Mutual building of the 
same time). Its grey tones and modest modelling make it rather a background feature despite its 
interesting narrative theme. 
Information potential: possible archaeological material in front and behind. 
 
Design and development indicators 
• The vigorous street pillars overwhelm de Witt House and seem to be part of it. This could be 

helped by painting the Memorial and de Witt different colours so that the buildings are seen to be 
distinctly different. Also, the urban place in front of de Witt needs attention, with the possibility of 
the millstream being brought back into view. The place in front of the memorial, while being 
compatible with the design of that space, should be recognisably different from it. See also 
discussion on paint colours of the Town Hall (p26) and millstream (p23).  

• The Library garden with the bas relief down one side is not unsuccessful but may be affected by 
urban redesign of the Town Hall foreplace. While being compatible with the design of that space, 
it should be recognisably different from it. 

• Archaeological remnants may exist underground in front of the building. 
 
Sources 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:9, 14, 21, 23, 31. 
Van der Bijl 1963:37 has erven transfers to 1865. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Smuts ed 1979:417 re Huguenots. 
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1.6 DE WITT HOUSE 
16 Plein Street, erf 1965. 
 
Description 
Georgian or Victorian 
single storey, three bay 
building with pitched 
corrugated iron roof and 
straight, parapeted end 
gables. Central bay is a 
double door with sunrise 
fanlight and an elaborate 
moulded plaster surround 
(the equivalent of door 
casing and once painted to 
emphasise that). Each 
side are Georgian sash 
windows (4x6 panes) with 
plain plaster surrounds. At 
each end are shallow and 
narrow pilasters which rise 
to a string course that runs 
across the front. Above it, each bay has a metal ventilators to the roofspace (2 diamond, 1 circular). 
The modern gutter along the roofline has no drainpipes; it turns and runs across the gable end. There 
is an intrusive soil vent pipe by the left pilaster. At the rear the building has a wing with a similar 
pitched roof and the L this forms is filled in with a flat corrugated iron roof building. At the rear is a 
separate single storey building. It has a pitched, corrugated iron roof with straight end gables. There 
are other minor structures in the rear courtyard which has several lean-to roofs. The rear buildings 
incorporate a great many openings of various sizes and dates. Buildings not inspected further. The 
front yard is surrounded by a low wall with piers connected with scalloped walls. It extends to the 
millstream which now flows underground just outside the wall.  
 

   
Hidden by Absa steps  Looking down into courtyard with rear building on right 
 
History 
The building at the front made its first appearance in about 1816, at the same time as its neighbours 
down Plein Street – all of them thatched buildings. It was built by Jan Morel who had a grand house at 
the Plein/Ryneveld corner and constructed others for letting, including this one and the cottage behind 
which was probably occupied by Free Blacks by at least 1841 (“Bruinmense of Slamaaiers” according 
to Vos). The rear cottage does not show on the 1817 map but was in place by at least 1832. A 
disastrous fire swept along Plein Street in 1875 and they were repaired and partially rebuilt soon 
afterwards. The roofs were replaced with corrugated iron (which needed ventilation so the eaves were 
raised). The woodwork could have survived (if it did not, this remaining example of the Plein Street 
buildings shows that the “Georgian” style was still flourishing in Stellenbosch c1875): the swagged 
sunrise fanlight, the hornless windows and the unmoulded bottom panels of the doors, the delicate 
plaster door surround are all features of earlier in the century and may be contrasted with the heavy 
mouldings that characterise buildings of the 1870s. Rich social history. See detailed study by Hennie 
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Vos (1993) which includes a full historical study backed with archaeological evidence. Date of front 
yard wall not known but first half of the 20th century. 
 
Essential character and qualities 
The (front) building still retains a quiet gentility and calmness (keeps its head while all around are 
losing theirs) despite being overpowered and cramped by thrusting Absa stairway and with a highly 
competitive 20th century gateway on the other side. Manifestly (and sadly) under-used: it is Council 
security offices which prohibits access and makes no use of the space outside. 
The rear courtyard is an inaccessible place with much residual building fabric. 
 
Values and significance 
Historical pattern: Last remaining building of an 18th/19th century Plein Street row.  
Social history: Residence of notable burghers (see Who’s Who). 
Slave history: Free Black people occupied the rear of the property in 1841 etc. 
Historical pattern and aesthetic: Oak trees (not declared) in Plein Street are of importance. 
Aesthetic: architecturally significant (as described above). 
Typicality: Good example of mid 19th century features. 
Information potential: Layering of periods is clearly visible in the façade. 
Information potential: Archaeological remains well studied by Vos 1993.  
 
Design and development indicators 
• Once functioned as the Tourist Office till this was relocated. A dynamic use should be found for 

the building that makes fuller use of the front yard (conveniently aside from pedestrian flow in an 
eddy beyond the Absa steps) and opportunities presented by the historically important rear 
building and associated courtyard. Although a pubic function might be preferable (we have 
suggested library use, or a museum of slave history could be considered), the building would be 
very well suited to a restaurant/café, which would help to animate this side of Plein Street. 

• The vigorous architecture of the Huguenot Memorial overwhelms the gentler form and delicate 
plasterwork of de Witt House. Tied by the string line and with similar vertical devices, de Witt 
House seems part of it. This could be helped by painting de Witt a different colour so that the 
buildings are seen to be distinctly different.  

• The 1950s photos show the plaster architraves painted so that they are seen to be part of the 
door and not part of the wall. A colour study should be done and restoration of historical colour 
considered. See also discussion on paint colours of the Town Hall (p26). 

• The townscape value of this little building could be improved if the millstream were opened in front 
of it. It is regrettable that it disappears here, where the building is historical, and is made so 
grandiose either side. See discussion of Millstream (p23).  

• This part of town once had a very mixed population, with free blacks and burghers living 
intermingled. Apartheid wiped that slate clean and opportunities should be sought to recognize 
and remember this lost history. The rear building is known to have been the home of free blacks, 
and the building would be a suitable home for a museum of slave history. Another possibility – 
applicable on a more dispersed scale – is a trail of paving slabs marking sites of slave 
significance (see boxed discussion page 29). 

• A full archaeological study was made in 1994 (Vos 1994b) but further studies, especially of 
building fabric, may be required. 

 
Sources 
Vos, HN, “De Witt-huis:buitegebou, Argeotektoniese ondersoek”, ongepubliseerde verslag, gelewer 
aan Stellenbosch Munisipaliteit, 1993.  
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:8-12. Includes 1832 survey which corrects Hager map. Coloured 
occupants p12 quoting Van der Bijl 1978:29 no 5, 18 or 19. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Van der Bijl 1963:37a has erven transfers to 1886. 
Dirk Visser pers comm re dating of Victorian joinery features. 
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1.7 ABSA BANK BUILDING 
18 Plein Street (27-31 Ryneveld Street), erf 4137 
 

 
Plein Street elevation left (with “clip-on” facades of old buildings), Ryneveld Street elevation right. 
 
Description 
Large building on a prominent corner site that features an agglomeration of several different 
elements. Basically a concrete framed, 5 storey building (three storeys high, then steps back on all 
sides for a further two storeys) with an arcade centrally from Plein Street. The Plein Street façade is 
faced with a “clip on” of re-created facades, one bay deep.  

The millstream runs across the face of the building (see p23). It is crossed by two large flights of 
stairs and is intensively gardened so that it seems part of the territory of the building. 

The building is seen most clearly on the Ryneveld Street (east) elevation: rectangular windows 
(single pane, aluminium? framed with bottom panel) puncture the plain plastered façades which have 
parapets with a horizontal cornice all round on 3rd and 5th floors. Northwards on Ryneveld Street 
there is a stair tower (with scatter windows following the landings) that runs vertically the full 5 storey 
height. Along the sidewalk is a hipped metal sheeting verandah roof on high steel columns; this 
returns along the rear façade to form an ambulatory ramping up past the side facing Neethling House; 
the verandah motif also reappears on the roofs.  
 On the front elevation the two upper storeys are visible from Plein Street: they are two units each 
side of the central arcade, the gap between them now draped with a pigeon-proofing net. The 1-bay 
deep fronting on Plein Street consists of: 
 1: Central arcade: 1 bay wide, 3 stories high and 2 bays deep, roofed with an open ceiling at 3rd floor height. 
It has a broad flight of steps up to it from Plein Street and continues through the building with a glazed roof and 
emerges on the far side at Neethling House.  

2: The “building” east of the arcade is a 3 storey element, an approximate facsimile of the Oude Bloemhof 
façade once here. Under it, at ground floor, runs an ambulatory ramping up to a higher level than Plein Street, 
which has 4 open arches with globe lamps set on the piers; above this a horizontal moulding runs across the face 
of the building. The 1st floor is 3 bays wide with a wide, round-headed window centrally and, each side of it, 
Victorian sash windows with arched heads and moulded plaster floating pediments above; 2nd floor has 3 similar 
sash windows and surrounds; across the parapet there is a projecting cornice with central tympanum and mock 
ventilator. The “building” turns the corner for a single bay each side (similar sash windows and surrounds). 
[Historical note: The two upper floors (not ground floor) are a re-creation of Oude Bloemhof façade (though not 
round head window, omitted ventilators, different turning of corner). Spatially the old building was further back 
and not quite so high off the ground.] 

3: On the west of the central arcade is a 2 storey element with a glazed storey on its roof, a rough facsimile 
of the building once here: ground floor has 6 bays of open arches to an ambulatory (each with a prominent globe 
lamp); above this a horizontal moulding runs across the face of the building; 1st floor has 4 bays with 4-pane 
sash windows with arched heads; a cornice runs across the width of the building and above it are two triangular 
pediments. The “building” turns the corner for a single bay each side (similar sash windows and surrounds). The 
third storey, which sits on the paired pediments, is reflective glass in horizontally proportioned frames; above it 
runs a delicate horizontally proportioned steel balustrade. [Historical note: The paired pediments are a recreation 
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of the façade once here but all other features are invented. Spatially the 2 storey building was further back and 
sat on the ground next to De Witt House.] 
 

  
Plein Street elevation                 De Witt House in foreground 
 
History 
A building on the corner of Plein and Ryneveld Streets (Oude Bloemhof) was built as a thatched H or 
U-shaped house by Jan Morel in about 1812. A long deep building was adjacent on the west, 
separated by an access lane (outbuildings, later hire houses). West of that was a vacant lot and west 
of that Morel built the de Witt House in about 1816 (see p36). Vos demonstrates that Morel also built 
a mirror image of De Witt on the vacant lot (part of present site) soon afterwards though this does not 
show on maps. After passing through various hands, Oude Bloemhof was bought in 1844/5 by the 
schoolmaster H McLachlan (see Who’s Who). His school was across the street but his wife seems to 
have started giving lessons from her home from about 1860 – the start of what was to be a long 
tradition of education there. It was destroyed by the fire of 1875 and, like the buildings eastward, was 
re-erected as a double storey with corrugated iron roof soon afterwards by a new owner, Jan Beyers 
(see Who’s Who). A Girl’s Public School was founded and housed there and gradually the adjacent 
buildings became used as boarding houses: Bloemhof school and its residences soon spread to 
occupy many other buildings in the area (inter alia Eikenhof, Rozenhof, Neethling House, etc). The 
school flourished during the early 20th century but with the depression of the 1930s pupil numbers fell 
off and Oude Bloemhof was closed in 1933. It was bought by the ACSV (Afrikaans Christen-
Studentevereniging) and plans were laid for a new headquarters for them on the site. Oude Bloemhof 
was demolished in c1940 and an heroic Modern Movement building erected in its place, designed by 
Meiring and Naude. It was renovated c1964 by Gabriel Fagan when it was acquired by Volkskas Bank 
(later Absa Bank). This building was in turn demolished in 1994 when the present Post-modern office 
block was put up. Rich social history of education, notable burgher owners. See detailed study by Vos 
and Heydenrych (1994) which includes a full historical study backed with archaeological evidence. 
 

  
Late 19th century Oude Bloemhof and neighbours   1941 Volkskas Bank on the site 
 
Essential character and qualities 
Entertaining urban joke that features re-creations of buildings once here, raised and inserted in a 
partially glazed façade. 
Townscape: Cock of the Block: the tremendous architectural assertiveness of Absa competes with the 
Civic buildings in importance, and wins.  
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Values and significance 
Historical pattern and aesthetic: The raised walkway in front, the arcade through to Neethling House, 
and the lane at the back give pleasing glimpses of the Stellenbosch environment. Forms part of a 
network of pedestrian inner linkages through Stellenbosch like Ou Kerkhof and the lane behind the 
Bible School.  
Historical pattern: Projecting staircase on Plein Street obscures De Witt House, a building with rich 
heritage values.  
Cultural: Strong tradition of women’s education here (not studied further: see Vos 1994:18, Smuts ed 
1979:301-11, etc). 
Social history: Notable burghers owned the property (see Who’s Who). 
Historical pattern and aesthetic: Oak trees (not declared) in Plein Street are of importance. 
Aesthetic and Typicality: Good example (or horrible warning) of how the Modern Movement had lost 
its way by the 1990s. The building is both intrusive in its scale and a hodgepodge of unrelated styles 
and elements. The “clip-on” storyboard façade is at odds with Modern Movement tenets of form-
following-function and truth-to-materials and shows some Post-Modern and Deconstruction 
influences.  
Cultural: The lack of activity at ground floor on Ryneveld Street makes the streetscape there a dead 
place. 
 
Design and development indicators 
• The westerly staircase projects well forward onto the pavement (over the boundary?) and 

obscures and cramps the De Witt House. The solid side of the stair prevents any view of the 
millstream from the west. Redesign would be helpful to the street and activities there. It would be 
possible to step down within Absa’s ambulatory and thus shorten the flight – it could even link 
directly to the De Witt front yard where redesign of the space is recommended (see p36).  

• The ground floor façade along Ryneveld Street is a dead space in the townscape and the 
insertion of activity-generating accommodation here should be sought.  

• Opportunity for interpretation panels about Oude Bloemhof’s educational history (recommended 
by Vos and Heydenrych 1994:120). A good place for this would be at Neethling House which is a 
good example of the old school’s boarding houses.  

• Millstream see p23. 
• A full archaeological study was made in 1994 (Vos 1994). 
 
Sources 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:8-36. Includes 1832 survey which corrects Hager map. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Smuts ed 1979:301-11 has general history of education. 
Van der Bijl 1963:35-38 has erven transfers and property history. 
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1.8 MUNICIPAL OFFICE BLOCK  
Erven 1940-42, 1966, part of 1968 at the rear. 
Note that the Town Hall, Municipal Offices, Municipal Office Block (and Neethling House) are part of 
the complex but are discussed separately. 
 

 
 
Description 
Reinforced concrete framed, 5 storey building with parapet roof. The north side is articulated to step in 
6 bays. Each bay has a full width window which is recessed from the façade with a deep sloping cill 
and curved upper corners. The south side abuts the rear of the Library and only the lift tower is 
visible. The east end is hidden by Neethling House. The west end is partly hidden by the Municipal 
Offices but here is the staircase tower with vertical slit windows and a triangular lift shaft tower. 
 

  
Office Block from rear courtyard            West elevation lift tower 
 
History 
Built 1979-80, architect Herman L Swart. 
 
Essential character and qualities 
Except for the lift tower, completely hidden from Plein Street. At the rear the articulated plan and 
deeply recessed window bands give it a three dimensional modelling rare in late 20th century 
Stellenbosch buildings. 
 
Values and significance 
No heritage values. 
 
Design and development indicators 
• A building with sufficient standing to form part of the edge of an urban space (proposed in 

conceptual designs for this position). 
 
Sources 
Stellenbosch Municipality Building Plans. 
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1.9 STADSHUIS REAR COURTYARD 
Erven 1940-42, 1966, part of 1968 at the rear. 
Note that the Town Hall, Municipal Offices, Municipal Office Block (and Neethling House) are part of 
the complex but are discussed separately.  
 

  
Left: 2000 with Municipal Offices bottom, U shaped car shelter top. Right: proposed courtyard 
 
Description 
At the rear of the Municipal Offices is a service yard. This has the potential to be made into an urban 
square and connected to Stellenbosch spatial linkages. In the middle is a car park shelter which is U 
shaped and edged by high plain walls: the legs have lean-to roofs for cars and the end has a small 
office. Around the shelter, erected against the sides of surrounding buildings, are a variety of ad hoc 
structures.  
 
History 
This was the necessary service area to the Town Hall and offices erected in 1941. The U shaped car 
shelter may date from then or soon after; the other buildings were added as needs be through the 
remainder of the 20th century. 
 
Essential character and qualities 
Service courtyard of the Civic Centre with several utilitarian buildings in it.  
Framed by notable buildings: side elevation of Town Hall, rear elevations of Municipal Offices and 
Neethling House, front elevation of Municipal Office Block. 
 
Values and significance 
Aesthetic: The elevations of the buildings framing the courtyard are all carefully considered as parts of 
the units to which they belong. Neethling House: the west gable is a notable concoction and  the 
courtyard is a distinctive space which has two gables facing into it. Municipal Office Block: its “front” 
elevation faces the courtyard space. Municipal Offices: the irregular placement of the windows in the 
rear elevation and the chimneys located as necessary gives this façade a heedless charm that 
contrasts with its over-studied front elevation. Town Hall: the line of high sash windows match those 
on the Andringa Street façade. The U service building was erected in 1941 or soon after. The lean-to 
buildings at the ground level are without merit. 
Information potential: Archaeological potential (though this land was primarily agricultural). 
 
Design and development indicators 
• The creation of a court or space, an urban square, connecting various sections of Municipal 

services already housed in surrounding buildings offers the potential to develop a new 
building/buildings edging this space to consolidate Municipal functions that are presently 
scattered around town (such as the clinic and offices in old buildings in Victoria and Andringa 
Street, on this block). If the library cannot remain in its present building, it would be very 
appropriate for it to be part of this “Civic” courtyard. 

• Though these are mostly the rear elevations of notable buildings, they all have considerable 
charm. The new courtyard should not attempt to be a “grand design” sort of space. Rather it 
should have the qualities of an urban square around which various buildings have developed over 
time, and which is held together by the space itself, rather than by any uniformity of architecture - 
part of an “urban wall” enclosing a garden court with trees in it. It should not try to compete with 
formality of the front of the municipal complex, which is its face – this will be the municipality’s 
“rear” or internal courtyard and should retain a level of informality or “intimacy”.  
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• The existing buildings all have characteristics that will inform the detailed design of the place. The 
Municipal Office Block and the rear of Municipal Offices form one side of the public space and 
they contrast in height and modelling. A clip-on “verandah” type frontage for the back of the 
Municipal offices would animate the south side of the space (and give smokers an outlet!). The 
side of the Town Hall has lean-to buildings which could be replaced with a viewing deck as on its 
Andringa Street elevation. The courtyard at the rear of Neethling House is blocked off at ground 
level by a small utility building which should be demolished so that it forms a secondary place off 
the new urban square. Despite the informality of the urban square it should connect to Neethling’s 
courtyard in a deliberately designed way. 

• The present parking for Municipal employees and office bearers will have to be replaced by 
underground parking if this is developed as a public space. Some parking will also have to be 
provided for users of Municipal services. The connection between such parking and the space 
should be as direct as possible. 

• Provision will need to be made in the design of underground parking for trees to be planted in the 
proposed space (and elsewhere).  

• Archaeological potential. 
 

 
Beyond the wall is the potential urban place with the Municipal Office block (left) and the older 
Municipal Offices (right) 
 

  
Left: Looking east: rear of Neethling House from U shaped car shelter with Municipal Offices on right. 
Right: Looking west: U shaped car shelter with small office at the end, east side of Town Hall beyond 
 

  
Side of U car shelter screens Municipal Offices and side of Town Hall.  Right: ad hoc lean to additions 
 
Sources 
Van der Bijl 1963:35, 36a, 37a has erven transfers. 
Smuts ed 1979:86-101 shows Hertzog, Fransen’s summary maps. 
Vos and Heydenrych 1994:31 map with building dates. 
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RYNEVELD STREET 
 

 
2.0 Ryneveld Street 

See detailed discussion page 45 
 

 
2.1 Neethling House 

See detailed discussion page 48 
 

 
2.2 Ryneveld Lawns 

See detailed discussion page 51 
 

 
2.3 Erfurt House 

See detailed discussion page 53 
 

 
2.4 Bible School 

See detailed discussion page 55 
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 2.0 RYNEVELD STREET 
 
Description 
Intimate, soft and narrow street, which connects the 
University and Jan Cilliers in the north to Dorp Street. 
The changing character of Stellenbosch is well 
experienced walking northwards against the motor traffic. 
From Dorp Street it passes quietly through the village 
core, crosses Plein Street (severely undermined by the 
great traffic circle with its inappropriate materials and 
planting and overpowering geometry), runs between a 
canyon formed by two high late 20th century buildings – 
and then Ryneveld Street recovers itself. Lined with well 
established oaks (and some other varieties such as 
planes). One way motor traffic southwards with parking 
allowed only on the east side along this block. On the 
east is an urban ribbon of 19th century development as 
far as the Skuinshuis and Synagogue. Meanwhile, on the 
west there is a continuum of open landscaped places and 
notable buildings – the formal garden of Neethling House 
opens to the broad, informal expanse of the Ryneveld 
Lawns, then is framed again by Erfurt House’s garden, 
then jumps over the road to continue in front of 
Wilgenhof. At this end the trees are planted in a broad 
unpaved band with pavement of brick along the building 
line. As Victoria Street is reached the trees change from 
oaks (a huge gum marks the interface) and the plane tree 
boulevard is encountered. Continuing northward, 
Ryneveld Street passes the Ou Hoofgebou and passes 
through the university quarter to reach Merriman and Jan 
Cilliers. 
 National monuments, now provincial heritage sites 
(those on or facing the Stadhuis block as indicated) 
include Skuinshuis, Jewish Synagogue and Bloemhof 
School (Sasol Art Museum). Other notable buildings are 
Neethling House, Erfurt House, and the urban ribbon on 
the east (two single storey cottages and the signage 
building). 
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   1770              1817           1859     1905               2000 
 
History 
18th century ribbon development along the road to Ida’s Valley leaving the urban core of 
Stellenbosch. The road crosses the Drooge Rivier at the Skuinshuis courtyard and from there 
originally swung north-eastward – Skuinshuis and Bachelors are both orientated to this route. Here 
there was a late 17th century farm, Callebasse Kraal which was irrigated by the Drooge Rivier. It had 
a farmhouse by 1698 which may be incorporated in Skuinshuis or be nearby.  
By the early 19th century there was great development in Plein Street which became lined with 
thatched houses. In 1812 Oude Bloemhof was erected at the corner, with its side onto Ryneveld 
Street but the rest of the block remained gardens and farmland. By 1859 the only other development 
was an L shaped building at the corner of Victoria Street and a cottage opposite the Skuinshuis. In 
1876, following a fire, Oude Bloemhof was re-erected as a double storey, and was soon expanded in 
this form along Ryneveld. Higher up the street a free-standing mansion, Erfurt House, was also built in 
1876. In the early 20th century the school at Oude Bloemhof was flourishing, and several buildings 
were put up for its students - in 1907 a new teaching block opposite Erfurt House, and in 1908 a girl’s 
residence behind the old school itself, Neethling House. Then in the late twenties and early thirties, a 
couple of religious buildings appeared – in 1927 the Sentraal Kerk on the corner of Victoria, and in 
1934 the Synagogue. The cottage opposite Skuinshuis was demolished in the 1960s and when the 
parking lot was made in 1976, this part of the street became a handsome lawn, crossed by the course 
of the old Drooge Rivier. 
 
Essential character and qualities 
A coherent, leafy streetscape with contrasting conditions each side but tied together by trees and 
notable buildings. 
The south end is harder and more “urban” – the intersection with Plein Street is flanked by large 
modern and post-modern buildings, but the ribbon development north of these on the east side is an 
extension of the “village” scale and character to the south. 
From Neethling House northwards on the Stadhuis side, and above Skuinshuis on the western side 
the streetscape is “softer” and “looser” – freestanding buildings, lawns and gardens, street edged with 
boundary fences, walls and railings rather than buildings. 
 
Values and significance 
Historical pattern and aesthetic: Streetscape with great historical and environmental values. See 
detailed discussions below. 
Cultural: Apart from Absa, all development on the Stadhuis block along Ryneveld Street is of a public 
and cultural nature, also reflected by cultural icons such as Sasol Art Gallery and the Synagogue 
across the street. 
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Design and development indicators 
• Retain and enhance the soft, green character of Ryneveld Street; respect the general pattern of 

formal buildings in an informal/garden setting. 
• Any new buildings on the Stadhuis block should be set back from Ryneveld Street and should 

present a quiet, dignified frontage to the lawns. 
• Usage of buildings should preferably be public and cultural to enhance and strengthen the 

existing character of the street. Avoid commercial development here. 
• The pole fence edging to the lawn is inappropriate; yet there does need to be an edge, if only to 

contain the lawned space and discourage random paths being worn across it. It should be 
replaced with a low wall, at a good height for sitting, dark in colour (not white), which is compatible 
with the existing rhythmic pattern of Neethling House and Erfurt house garden fences.  

• The side of Absa is a dead activity space except for the phone boxes. New oak trees should be 
introduced to pick up with those elsewhere along the street even if this requires adjusting the 
verandah. It might be possible to animate the street front by inserting very narrow shops such as 
a tobacconist, Lotto sales, Computicket outlet, etc. 

• The intersection with Victoria Street requires urban design intervention; at present the north east 
and south west (church) corners “slip away” and they should be “held“ somehow, as the strong 
pillar of the Hoofgebou and the huge gum tree hold the opposite corners. See Victoria Street page 
p59. 

 
Sources 
Deeds Office OSF 1:123. 
Kuys map in Smuts 1979:54. 
F Smuts in SAHRA file. 
Van der Bijl in SAHRA file. 
Vos et al 1992. 
Walton 1985. 
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2.1 NEETHLING HOUSE 
33-35 Ryneveld Street, erf 4249 
 

 
 
Description 
2 storey H shaped (deformed rear leg) Cape Revival building.  

Front (east) elevation facing Ryneveld has forward projecting wings each side with decorative 
holbol gables (date AD 1908, oval ventilation hole) which has 2 bays at first floor (4x6 sash windows 
with decorative plaster heads and panel between) while at ground floor is a projecting bay window 
with balustrade above (4x6 central sash, 3x6 sashes on flanks all with plaster keystone). Central 
portion has 7 bays: arch head central door (varnished timber, fanlight, double doors); 3 sash windows 
each side (4x6); verandah across width with precast concrete balustrade supported on Doric columns 
but central bay has arched head and venetian columns; the outer 6 bays of the first floor have 4x6 
sash windows, centrally is glazed door with ogee “Cape” fanlight and a small decorative holbol gable 
above that (oval ventilator, the word NEETHLINGHUIS); there is a small dormer window in the roof 
each side of it (pitched roof, 6x3 casement). 

South side elevation is close to Absa Bank adjacent: it has a projecting porch and windows and 
plaster decorations similar to elsewhere (not inspected further). It is flanked by an ambulatory past the 
side of Absa Bank (p38) that connects into that building and into the Municipal Office Block (p41). 

The front garden contributes to the sweep of gardens and lawns that characterise the west side of 
Ryneveld Street. It has herbaceous borders and fine wrought iron railings along the pavement, with 
two [?] gates giving access to a brick-paved walkway in the form of a circular drive in front of the 
building. The path conveniently connects to the Ryneveld Lawns (p51) and the north side of the 
building, which faces directly onto them. 

North side elevation overlooks the Ryneveld Street Lawns. 8 bays. 1st bay has a 4x6 sash 
window (a pattern repeated throughout) at ground floor but no opening at 1st floor. 2nd and 4th bays 
have a sash at 1st floor and a small window at ground. 3rd bay is entrance door (teak? 2 leaves with 
upper panels small pane glazing) and has a porch outside (pitched roof, decorative exposed trusses) 
while at first floor/staircase half-landing is a large arch head window (sunrise fanlight, 5x8 panes). The 
remaining 5 bays have sashes at 1st and ground level but the last two bays at east end have a holbol 


